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THESIS STATEMENT 

When daylight is used as the major illumination 
source within a building, that building attains 
a beneficial fit with the natural environment in 
terms of human occupancy, aesthetic quality, and 
economy. 

THESIS SUBJECT 

A Veterinary Hospital 



I  have  an  a f fec t ion  fo r  o ld  bu i ld ings  
espec ia l ly  o ld  barns ,  and  an  undying  en thus iasm 
for  sun l igh t ;  here in  i s  the i r  mar r iage .  
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PREFACE: 

Unity through the integration of spatial components and daylight 

are mechanisms by which I organize my buildings. Unity represents the 

sharing of common things. I have seen that several different spaces 

which share a common natural light source develop a strong, dynamic 

unity. Various activities may continually happen within the spaces --

yet the light source remains constant, while the light itself changes 

in response to the fluctuating environmental milieu. The built result 

of a light sharing design is often a common space useable in various 

ways. This resultant space, often an atrium or lobby by name becomes 

an interface between the major spaces (and their functions). I have 

found too, that a simple corridor may function as this "light inter

face". 

In the design of my project, however, I am not free to simply 

assemble these concepts of integration, atrium, and the entire light 

interface idea, with the bare functions of a veterinary hospital and 

except to create a meaningful building. This is generally true of any 



architectural  project  and establ ishes the need for  formgivers that  ex

press more than the devices used to achieve a  specif ic  end — skylights  

admitt ing daylight  for  instance.  A rural  s i te  near Bozeman,  Montana 

requires close scrut iny and sensi t ivi ty in deriving an appropriate 

form. I  wish to maintain a sympathetic  visual  language with the rural  

locat ion which may require a bi t  of  select ive elect icism for  exist ing 

tradi t ional  buil t  and natural  forms.  



The subjects of this thesis are: the use of daylight to illuminate 

a majority of the spaces in the Veterinary Hospital, the integration of 

major functions with daylit common spaces ('light interfaces'), and the 

application of forms derived from the regional building fabric but used 

as the technical and semi otic building language of a veterinary hospital 

located near Montana State University. 

Briefly, the building program consists of a veterinary hospital 

comprised of separate clinics for large and small animals, facilities 

for surgery, radiology, special medicine, pathology laboratories and a 

sterilization facility. Also included in the program are provisions for 

a teaching surgery and administrative offices. Finally a maintenance/ 

storage building is required to support the entire complex. 



INTRODUCTION 

A great American poet asked the architect, 'What slice of the sun 

does your building have?' as if to say the sun never knew how great it 

is until it struck the side of a building.1 

Light is the media and the miracle by which man sees. Daylight is 

the first source. Over the centuries of man's building experience he 

has responded to the ever changing light with a multitude of forms and 

openings. As daylight changes from the North Atlantic to the northern 

Mediterranean so forms change to be their most in the light. These 

geographical contrasts and their corresponding built form characteris

tics will be briefly documented in the chapters on Historical Precedent. 

In our modern building culture economics and taste have undermined 

the response a building can have to its environment. In particular the 

most economic of construction methods often result in poor environments 

in terms of light quality. The same economics breed buildings of simi

lar form and environmental performance regardless of the specific 

climate and locale. With the exception of isolated examples, the joy, 



identity, and long term costs of buildings have suffered along with an 

architecturally impotent society. 

The meaning of a building is outwardly derived from the context of 

its location. Whether a building compliments that context or conflicts 

with it determines the ultimate positive or negative visual impact an 

architectural form might have on its surroundings. Imagine the contrast 

between Chartres Cathedral set in a wheatfield and the world's tallest 

smokestack venting ash into the Anaconda Pintlon Mountains. The third 

section, Tradition: Meaning and Formgivers deals with traditional 

rural forms and their meaning when adapted to a veterinary hosptial. 

This paper will discuss the reuse of traditional agricultural 

building forms with new functions and their ability to accommodate a com

prehensive daylighting scheme within those forms. Consideration of agri

cultural forms is relevant to Montana and the veterinary hospital in 

two important aspects. The barn form seems naturally appealing to 

the hospital's farm and ranch clientele. A barn is inherently a strong 

landmark in the rural landscape; one which a cattleman might instinc-



tively look for. Secondly, the many facets of a typical barn form (the 

gambrel roof,for instance) lend themselves as convenient skylights. 

Variations of the conventional gambrel (i.e. additions of shed roofs 

to one side or both) provide a series of large, flexible spaces under 

one 'roof'. Hence, the dual nature of the hospital; as a medical facil

ity and stable of an advanced sort can be accommodated and expressed 

visually via a hybrid form. 

Since creation, the relationship between man and domesticated 

animals has been vital to man's identity and livelihood, even to his 

raw existence. I find it important to address this relationship in 

terms of a built environment where man serves his animals instead of 

the normal vice versa. 

The reality of a veterinary college rising somewhere on the Montana 

State University campus is remote. A study undertaken in 1977 and com

pleted in 1978 known as the Old West Regional Veterinary Medical Educa

tion and Service Program places the major veterinary college buildings 

2 
on the University of Nebraska at Lincoln campus. 



SECTION I HISTORICAL PRECEDENT 

Chapter 1 Early Foundations of Daylighting 

Chapter 2 Iron and Steel: Formgivers from 
Traditional and Innovative Origin 

Chapter 3 The Factory and Skyscraper 

Chapter 4 The Twentieth Century: A Commentary 

Chapter 5 Two Case Studies 



My object ive  in  th is  sect ion i s  to  descr ibe  the  re la t ionship  

natura l  l ight  has  had wi th  the  development  of  bui l t  forms,  the  growth 

of  a  cul ture ,  and advancement  of  technology wi thin  that  cul ture .  These  

developments  inf luence the  shape of  bui ld ings  and the  resul t ing degree  

of  natura l  l ight  used wi thin  the  bui l t  environment .  This  l ineage of  

bui ld ing and cul tura l  development  reveals  much about  where  our  socie ty  

i s  in  environmental  sens i t iv i ty  and archi tec tura l  imaginat ion compara

t ively .  



CHAPTER 1 EARLY FOUNDATIONS OF DAYLIGHTING 

Ancient man found himself fascinated by the sun as his archetypal 

light source. He sought to predict its location using complex earth 

forms and structures as estimating instruments. One such device is 

Stonehenge. This massive collection of concentric aubrey holes, mounds, 

and column/lintel combinations of huge stones (trilithons) functions to 

predict the yearly sunpath. Stonehenge functions like a giant solar 

sliderule to calculate eclipses, migrations, and planting times to name 

3 only a few of its uses. Other estimating devices may be found through

out the hill country of the British Isles, in South America, Mesopotamia 

and Africa. Nearly every major core of ancient civilization attempted 

to pinpoint the sun's yearly movement. It was discovered later, of 

course, that the earth does all the moving (a matter of little concern 

for the stonehenge builders). I suspect the true motive behind all of 

this work was a superstition based on man's inherent insecurity with 

his tenuous existence. Some might call it religion. If the sun could 



arr ive a t  precisely the same spot  a t  the same t ime year  in  and year  out  

i t  was indeed f r iendly and perhaps godl ike in  character .  

The cradle  of  c ivi l izat ion produced monoli thic  and decidedly geo

metr ic  s t ructures  whose massive,  s imple forms ref lected the deser t  l ight  

in  vivid,  warm, ear th  tones.  The intent ion at tempted to  create  forms of  

overpowering immensi ty  as  permanent  deif icat ion of  the  sun,  the Egypt ian 

source of  l i fe ,  death,  and spir i tual  inspirat ion.  Funerary temples  and 

sanctuar ies  predominated the Egypt ian archi tectural  reper toire .  Signi

f icant  among these are  the famous pyramids a t  Geza and the great  burial  

grounds of  Ramses I I I .  Inter ior  dayl ight ing was modulated by monitor  

roofs  a t  Karnak in  the Hypostyle  Hal l  of  the  Great  Temple of  Amon (18th 

Dynasty) .^  This  form,  which resul ts  in  a  high main hal l  with bordering 

s ide hal ls  with lower cei l ings was the forerunner  of  Chris t ian cathedral  

plans and several  western barn configurat ions.  

Ancient  Greek and Roman archi tecture  departed from Egyptian monoli

thic  form by introducing s t ructures  formed from a  col lect ion of  highly 

ref ined components  ( i .e .  columns,  l in te ls ,  capi ta ls ,  archi t raves ,  e tc . )  



Both Greek and Roman structures share these common elements, however, 

the Romans differ significantly in a number of ways. 

Both cultures shared a strong mythological tradition and erected 

structures to honor the various gods and goddesses. The Greeks created 

a nearly closed sanctuary surrounded by a rectangular arrangement of re

gularly spaced columns the whole of which is known as a petron. The 

slenderness and texture of the columns and capital variations along with 

the differences in overall proportions distinguished one temple from 

another. The measured rythm of the columns play in a sort of harmony 

with their height to establish an unmistakable unity of forms. Light 

defines each, and separates each through the interplay of white marble 

solids and the shadow voids. The entire effort was intended to be as 

close to purity in a built expression as was technically and more im

portantly, philosophically possible. 

Roman temples derived a large degree of form from the Greeks, how

ever, purity was second or perhaps last in priority for reasons to build. 



A desire to be extravagent  in scale and overly decorat ive in honor of  

the gods and ( indirect ly)  the current  emperor were factors  responsible 

for  the incredible temples found,  for  example,  a t  Baal  beck.  

As was mentioned earl ier ,  with few exceptions,  Greek interiors  

were s tark,  ominus,  and taboo.  The exterior  form was the signif icant  

element.  Roman architecture,  on the other  hand,  was consciously devoted 

to developing interiors .  Roman technology in the form of concrete paved 

the way to  introducing l ight  in abundance into interior  space.  The 

classical  example here is  the pantheon.  The shel l  al lowed space to f low 

in an uninterrupted continuum, while a s ingle l ight  source defined 

that  continuum. In a  sense,  man created heaven on earth.  An abstract ,  

highly proport ioned interior  is  described by a  circular  spot  of  l ight ,  

the impact  of  the whole ent iced man to see the gods in their  realm. 

Another and important  difference between Greek and Roman temple 

forms is  found in their  respective si t ing characteris t ics .  The Greek 

temple was general ly s i ted in a  rural  set t ing,  and located on some van

tage point .  The temple was del iberately placed in open space as  an 



object. People could receive some orientation from the prominence of 

the temple as well as create in their own minds the majesty and beauty 

inherent in the gods via the serene and quiet dignity of the temple/land 

harmony. The Greeks placed an object of well proportioned grace and 

simplicity in the landscape to be complimented by the landscape and not 

to dominate it. 

This is perhaps the essence of my concern for a building in the 

country with the dimensions of a veterinary hospital. The structure 

will be in the landscape to be viewed in context with the land, with a 

significant relationship to the major building complex of the nearby 

university. It is primarily an object isolated by land from the viewer, 

and thus, a potentially dominate element in the landscape. 

Greek and Roman bring forth the sacred and the profane. Light 

adornes the perfection of Greek proportions and describes the immensity, 

the monsrosity, and the nebulous nature of the Roman empire within the 

vast interiors of Roman buildings. 



From the time of Christ, early Christian and Byzantine churches 

laid the ground work for trends in eclesiastical lighting. Both Gothic 

and Baroque cathedrals derive their fundamental spatial and light con

cepts from these two early building types. The ritual of eucharist re

quired a processional of priests, choirs and alter servants arranged in 

a linear fashion. The resulting nave became a path lit by increasingly 

higher windows which culminated in early Christian basilicas as a 

dramatically backlit 'choir'. It was here the breaking of the bread 

took place; in a splendid wash of colored light and frescoes. Crude 

construction methods involving masonry vaulting and load bearing con

struction limited the heights of windows as well as their widths. The 

early Christian churches do not exactly ellude to a lightness of struc

ture. However, it is exactly this heaviness and thickness of walls 

that conceals openings and subsequently washes the masonry with in

direct light. In 12th century Cistercian monasteries, the windows 

are invisible; screened by the heavy walls. The resulting light quality 

is soft and meditative. 



In Byzantine churches the prominent longitudinal axis of the Early 

Christian basislica was transformed to a vertical axis located within a 

centralized, mostly square, plan. A somewhat advanced masonry techno

logy of arched piers supporting a pendentive which in turn supported 

high ribbed domes made possible the extraordinary achievement of shear 

volumes within Hagia Sofia. Mosaics and marble inlays reflect light 

from the numerous skewed light sources and produce a shimmering, de-

materialized skin over the massive mansonry supports. Greek and 

oriental building theory meshed with emperor Justinian's dreams and 

visions to produce spaces which prompted Justinian to declare, 

"...whoever sets foot within this sacred place, 
would live there forever and his eyes well with 
tears of joy." 5 

Gothic building represents the culmination of technical innovation 

and development by master builders of the romanesque era. The form and 

scale of gothicism also reflected the churches growth in power and in

fluence during the unstable social and economic times of the middle 

ages. The church was the undisputed head of the Christian community. 



Development of the flying buttress permitted extensive glazing of 

the built shell. Walls held the works of skilled stained glass crafts

men, rather than verticle and lateral loads. The whole of a Gothic 

cathedral was the integration of sculpture, painting, and architecture 

melted together by the intense light of colored rose windows and the 

meditative light of many chapel candles and leaded windows. Light en

tering high clear stories baths the thin, graceful columns in soft grays. 

The many sculptured figures and forms reflect this light in deep con

trast. Delicate tracery sillhoueted by colored windows defies the stone 

it is made from. The impact of the Gothic cathedral is one of lightness, 

a n d  m y s t e r y ;  d e m a t e r i a l i z a t i o n ,  a s  m a n y  s c h o l a r s  c a l l  i t .  

Early Christian, Byzantine churches were placed in towns and cities 

as landmarks essentially. In this way they held similarities and differ

ences with Greek and Roman siting characteristics. The church was the 

prominent object of a townscape, not a landscape. This varied with 

Gothic cathedrals, where edifices such as Chartres cathedral were built 

in wheat fields. Generally Roman temples were not so prominent, nor 



were Greek temples  placed del iberately within an urban context .  

Baroque space holds  an especial ly  undefinable  character .  Unlike 

Gothic  cathedrals ,  l i t t le  integrat ion of  s t ructure  and l ight ing was 

a t tempted.  Demater ia l izat ion prevai led nonetheless .  Usual ly  bui l t  in  

sunny mediterranean c l imates ,  baroque churches are  br ight ly  i l luminated 

by windows concealed within thick plastered wal ls .  Cei l ings are  

"f loated" away from the nave by these invis ible  windows contrast ing a  

br ight ,  heavenly painted cei l ing with a  re la t ively dark nave.^  



CHAPTER 2: IRON AND STEEL: FORMGIVERS FROM TRADITIONAL AND INNOVATIVE 
ORIGIN 

Industrialism and iron and steel construction of churches, factor

ies and museums brought forth new materials and the introduction of top-

lighting. These new materials produced less massive structures than any 

form of masonry had previously achieved. Iron made it possible for light 

to dominate the wall and ceiling surfaces to extreme levels. Light was 

introduced through shapes of traditional derivation, predominently gothic 

in style. Iron ceilings cast like the vaulting of late, high gothic 

stone churches were silhouetted by overhead skylights. The effect light

ened the impact of the structure and allowed a large amount of illumina

tion to wash the space. This technique was employed in museums, exhibi

tion halls and solariurns, as well as in churches. The Carlton house 

observatory, the London Coal Exchange, and the famous Brighton Pavilion 

are fine examples where iron was used extensively to permit large quan

tities of light to illuminate a space. 

Daylight as a luminous continuum as contrasted with sunlight as a 

point-source played a great role in the design of iron and steel exhibi-



tion halls of the mid and late 1800's where large expanses of glass 

elluded to a larger space than that which was built. The light source 

was all outdoors, and the outdoors thusly became as much a part of the 

interior decor as a wall paper or panelling might. Earliest among 

these was Paxton's Crystal Palace. The 'Palace's' nearly transpar

ent volume awed and infuriated professionals and laymen alike. This 

great expanse of iron frame and glass became a fresh new form of a 

neutral style. Here, light and the inclusion of the outdoors was the 

overriding theme. Nature interacted with the spaces and served to 

form space as effectively as the thin iron and glass membrance. The 

Crystal Palace represented a dramatic departure from the accepted dic

tum of beauty coined by Alberi that; "nothing may be added or taken 

away". Because of the conceivably endless expense of iron and glass, 

the Crystal Palace was a new spatial continuum made possible through 

standardization and the need to exhibit a variety of new goods from 

many cultures. A trip through the 'Palace" was often likened to a 



voyage around the world. In the twentieth century applications are 

frowned upon due to the massive heat loss inherent in glass construction. 

Many applications do exist though, especially within establishments where 

an abundance of waste heat is present. Industrial facilities are prime 

examples. 

European market places and train stations constructed in the late 

nineteenth century were covered with iron framed ceilings. Most notable 

among the former is the Galleria Vittorio Enmanuele built in Milan 1865-

72. This vast covered market and comnercial center expo!oited the vir

tues of iron and glass overhead, while maintaining the seventeenth 

century facades and proportions at the shop and office levels. A great 

covered cityscape emerged from a once declining area. 

The Crystal Palace and the covered market place differ in vital 

aspects; space and density. The Crystal Palace was extroverted. Per

ceived space continued beyond the glass walls. A strong association 

with the environment both biologically and climatologically made the 



palace a  giant  greenhouse for  people .  Located in  a  park,  a  vis i tor  could 

enjoy the surroundings for  360 degrees  from within the 'Palace ' .  Within 

the Gal ler ia  a  c losed urban scape i s  covered with glass .  The environment  

i s  vi ta l  only in  terms of  dayl ight .  Notice a lso,  that  Paxton exploi ted 

the ra ther  dreary Engl ish c l imate  ful ly ,  whereas  the Gal ler ia  shades,  in  

a  sense,  the c i ty  s t reet  from the br ight  mediterranean sun.  



CHAPTER 3: THE FACTORY AND SKYSCRAPER 

The period of 1800-W.W. II marked the growth of the industrial 

plant as a relevant architectural problem. In most cases, sensitive 

solutions to the work environment were lacking in industrial hubs from 

Manchester to the improved plants in Lowell, Mass. In 1908 Peter 

Behrens designed a monumental, and heavily glazed turbine erection fac

tory for A.E.G. Although the prime concern was the expression of a 

massive, geometric factory aesthetic, functional in character, the re

sulting work space was brightly lit and well ventilated. Walter Gropius 

and Aldof Myer designed an even more transparent factory at Alfeld for 

Fagus in 1911. Again, a conscious concern for daylighting may not have 

been a principal design criteria, but the results of the applications of 

steel and glass created large, open work areas with plenty of view and 

natural light. The Bauhaus School of Design at Dessau reflected much of 

this new factory aesthetic. 

The factory aesthetic and its impace on lighting design represents 

a fundamental change in the use of natural light from the examples of 



public and exhibition oriented structures mentioned earlier. In factor

ies the light quality of the work space gained importance while light as 

a form giver (I.E. enhancing solid form or creating forms, textures, or 

patterns) is generally of secondary importance. Transparency and light

ness were generally negligible as design criteria. 

Developed from the late 1800's, the skyscraper was a second build

ing type that presented challenging lighting needs. The interior was 

generally the same plan per floor and usually mundane in regimentation. 

The exterior posed problems as well. 1916 set-back laws attempted to 

deal with the hideous canyons created by skyscrapers blocking sunlight 

and restricting air movement on city streets. 

Frank Lloyd Wright addressed the problem of quality lighting in an 

office environment with his Larkin Building. Wright retained a strong 

monolithic exterior form and succeeded in illuminating an interior 

ground floor office area as well as upper level offices using a skylit 

atrium. The Larkin Building was one of few sensitive lighting solutions 

for a multi-story office building proposed throughout the skyscraper 



era. Task lighting was provided per desk area to satisfy close work and 

evening requirements. 

The fortress-like quality of the Larkin Building and to a lesser 

extent the European factories previously cited contrast dramatically with 

their respective open, day!it interiors. Wright's building is an arch-

typal example of how a day!it atrium functions as a luminous interface 

between open and private office area. 

These examples marked the beginning in many cases of an awareness 

of the need for quality work environments and of daylight's enormous 

benefits over artificial lights. An article describing a recently pro

posed and radical design involving a complete! y daylit office complex of 

over 1 million square feet cited on the four major dividends for utiliz

ing daylight as, 

"overwhelming worker enthusiasm for daylight 
and the concept of natural light as the preferred 
light source". 7 

Two of the other three 'dividends' concerned overall improved 

light quality in terms of color rendition and reduced veiling glare. 



The major dividend, or the one cited first  was an estimated reduction 

of 20 to 60 percent in energy consumption (40 percent average) compared 

with a conventionally il luminated building. 



CHAPTER 4: THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: A COMMENTARY 

In the twentieth century man has increasingly disregarded the need 

to be responsive to his environment either through built form or in life 

style. We have developed a technology of medicore performance to 

supplant nature in the short run, but our society is now paying for it 

in terms of unbearable inflation, and gross dependence on foreign and 

opportunistic fuel sources. 

Interior lighting has been dealt with in like manner, with the most 

mediocre of means. The connon solution is to implement easy to install 

cheap, luminous ceilings which compliment the minimum lighting 'stan

dards' found in the Uniform Building Code and various city building 

codes across the country. Feder observes, 

"Before the electric lamp, there was no lighting design 
in any real sense... The result has been a transposition 
of identities, with designs being conceived in terms of 
electric lamps rather than light." 

"a ceiling with a parade of holes can be a distraction for 
people and an imposition on the architectural form."8 

Feder then goes on to state, "If today's light sources are its 



measure lighting design will not last through the present area of light 

source development." 9 

I do not feel it is simply a matter of economics governing decisions 

to adopt one system over another (predominantly electric light vs. a com

prehensive daylight system). Architectural advocacy finds itself a weak 

contender with conservative, uninformed professionals, bureaucracies, and 

clients. As Lam points out: 

"Qualitatively, it is not sufficient to state vasue 
objectives such as, to create a mood. Conversely, it is 
oversimplified to require that 70 footcandles be delivered 
throughout the building at 30 inches from the floor". 10 

It must be realized that trade-offs in solar heat gain, environ

mental quality and reduced fixture and utilities expenditures can combat 

higher initial construction costs. New performance requirements (ASHRAE 

90-75) allow for larger glazed areas provided the overall ceiling or wall 

R values maintain satisfactory levels (R38 and R19 respectively). Any 

kind of comprehensive skylighting demands further sophistication of 

structural detailing, H.V.A.C. provisions and interior decor. However, 

the results are consistently more interesting and pleasing than those 



created by a 2'x4' luminous ceiling grid. With the current technology 

available in glass and in heating and cooling control systems, the option 

to design properly placed daylight glazing is quite within the grasp of 

any contemporary architect. 

The degree to which light is successfully used is most dependent 

upon the designer. LeCorbusier designed a chapel at Ronchamp utilizing 

thick concrete reminiscent of romanesque churches. Light enters the nave 

through rectangular openings of various dimensions in a meditative and 

sensitive way. The source of the light; the concrete holes, determines 

the essence or quality of the light, which in turn is the major quality 

of the church. In contrast, light is also the major theme for Louis 

Kahn's Kimbell Art Museum. However, the presence of daylight as an un-

obstrusive characteristic is the intent. The ability of the designer to 

select a particular light quality and then design for that quality is 

the underlying factor in any successful day!it project of 400 years ago 

or tomorrow. 

As a final note it is revealing to read current journals where pro-



fessionals are now affirming that, 

"We can pump back into the design equation things we have 
known but ignored for years. We are finally doing things 
we learned to do in school. 11 



CHAPTER 5: TWO CASE STUDIES 

A fine example of a large daylit office complex is the Aid Associa

tion for Lutheran's Headquarters located in Appleton, Wisconsin. This 

building comprises 525,000 square feet of multi-use office area contained 

in two floors. The entire second floor is daylit from double paned sky

lights arranged in parallel rows. The daylight is suffused by large in

sulated fabric "socks" placed between the skylights. Contained within 

these hemispherical socks are supply air ducts, sprinkler lines and 

heads, drainage lines, and speaker systems. The sock itself functions 

as a return air avenue. The beauty of the system is the integration of 

daylighting, suffusing elements, supplemental lighting, structure, HVAC, 

and down draft heaters into an expressive and remarkably uncluttered 

ceiling texture.12 

Another project though not yet in the ground is a completely daylit 

six-story office complex for the Tennessee Valley Authority in 

Chatanooga, Tennessee. All of the estimated one million square feet of 

office space is to be illuminated naturally. 

A variety of sophisticated light gathering techniques have been in-



corporated into the design.  The major idea is  to divide the building 

mass into two narrow sect ions by an atr ium or  ' solar  mall ' ,  in  the words 

of  designers.  Sun t racking louvres ei ther  shade or  open the mall  to  the 

sky depending upon the momentary skylight  fal l ing on the glass.  This  

daylight ,  once ref lected into the atr ium is  then directed onto the 

various cei l ing levels  via mirrors  placed at  an incident  angle with the 

atr ium and cei l ing planes.  Energy savings calculat ions and an inventory 

of  cl imatological  data along with thorough research of  current  daylight-

ing technologies have helped to make this  dream concept  a  real i ty.  

An extensive test ing program was undertaken using various 'shoebox'  

models  and two dimensional  models .  Although scaled down and s implif ied,  

the shoe box models  provided ' f i rs t-order '  accuracy when designed 

according to computer  configurat ions of  exterior ,  interior ,  and inter

mediate l ight  needs.  The two dimensional  models  involved relfect ing 

l ight  from a point  source off  of  an Alzac mirror  placed normal to  a 

diagrammatic white room plan or  sect ion.  The path of  ref lected l ight  

could then be t raced and i ts  intensi ty measured a t  various distances 

from the mirror .  
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Summer: Direct sunlight is reflected onto the white side of the 
louver and diffused. Winter: Tracking mirrors reflect sunlight 
Onto a vertical path; the fixed mirror reflects the beam onto the 
Ceiling. Cloudy day: Louvers fully open. Winter night: Louvers 
closed with the reflective surface down to create an infrared 
barrier and reduce heat loss. 
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FORM AND CONTEXT: 

The rural and urban locations of these two buildings seem to have 

similar impacts upon the design solutions. In both cases, response to 

the respective technologies was the significant formgiver. The rural 

location of the Aids Association Building bore little importance to the 

final building form which is reminiscent of the international style. 

Concurrently, the regular geometric form of the T.V.A. proposal is coin-

cidently fitting for it's urban location in Chatanooga. In neither 

building is there any attempt to address traditional or regional form-

givers. 



SECTION II EARLY INVESTIGATIONS 

Chapter 1 Model Studies 

Chapter 2 Diagrammatic Studies 



CHAPTER 1 MODEL STUDIES 

In my early study of daylighting I hit upon a concept whereby day

light was reflected from a wall mounted reflector onto a curved ceiling 

and consequently diffused and suffused across the ceiling and down on 

the floor plane. I was motivated to pursue this system in order to 

achieve three goals. 

1. To illuminate the multidisciplinary laboratories of a veterin

ary school. This system was appropriate in a multistory 

scheme or when the following goals are of primary concern. 

2. To protect fragile materials and organic substances from 

damages by direct illumination (undiffused skylights or from a 

classical side window). 

3. To concentrate glazing where it would provide the most illumin

ation with the least heat loss. I felt in this instance that 

it was necessary to avoid side windows where a view is not vital 

to the user. Side lights (windows) deliver a relatively low 

14 
illumination transmission in rooms deeper than 20 feet and 



would be used in spaces where a view would be needed i.e. 

offices, lounges, circulation zones and study areas. 

This sytem would be given a southern exposure since this orienta

tion provides the highest illumination levels under the 'worst' weather 

and seasonal conditions. However, the model I built includes a western 

or eastern wall developed in the preceding manner. This assumes that 

as the sun follows its seasonal azimuth course, illumination of the 

ceiling remains constant while the direction of the source varies during 

the day. 

The reader should refer to a sophisticated development of this wall 

reflector concept in the proposed T.V.A. office complex in Chatanooga. 

Photographs of this model were encouraging. The simple model 

(slide 1) is intended as a section through a laboratory and part of a 

circulation corridor. Slide 2 shows a high sun angle created by incan

descent lights. The bright line indicates too little overhand or not 

enough protrusion by the tinfoil reflector mock-up into the space. A 

low winter sun is examined in slides 3 and 4. The reflector effectively 



bounces light off the curved ceiling and diffuses it across the room 

floor plane. Slide 5 indicates a sun angle somewhere between 2 and 3. 

Inaccuracies in photography tends to distort these studies, nevertheless 

I find them essential tools in dealing with a subject matter as intangi

ble as light. 

The second model study is really an expansion of the first. An 

atrium illuminated by a multi-directional reflector is designed to 

assist the wall illumination of the previous discussion as well as to 

provide a circulation space common to all levels. The atrium concept 

would be applicable to buildings of three or more levels. 

I photographed the model with various arbitrary sun altitudes along 

with changing the distance between the roof opening and reflector. 

Slide '1A' shows the multi-level scheme with reflector in place. Slide 

'2A' describes a classical atrium scheme with no reflector. Slide '3A' 

gives some idea of the increased luminosity poured into the space. 

When a low winter sun was imitated by a nearly horizontal alignment with 

the reflector (slide '4A'), illumination remains quite comparable with 



that of slide 13A'. The reflector was then lowered further into the 

atrium opening and illuminated as in '3A'. The slide indicates a deeper 

penetration of diffused light onto the different floor plans. Slide 

' 6 A 1  i s  c o m p a r a b l e  t o  ' 4 A '  a n d  i s  t o  b e  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  1 5 A ' .  



CHAPTER 2 DIAGRAMMATIC STUDIES 

These 'paper' studies are a method to collect a multitude of light 

gathering techniques and study them simply as techniques - with no final 

solution in mind. They are described in the first quarter presentation 

and represent where I have started from. 

For example, my original interpretation of a saw-tooth north sky-

15 
light changes dramatically when designed according to I.E.S. formulas 

for daylighting. My 'concept' skylight occupies nearly 70-90% of the 

roof area. Calculations indicate only thirty percent of the horizontal 

area need be treated as a skylight. The previously mentioned Aids Asso

ciation for Lutherans Building supports this rough figure of 30 percent. 

Other examples of a totally conceptual nature are the transom/ 

window combinations. These explain the need for 'view' windows and 

'light' windows that are independent of each other. Shading should be 

applied to view windows to avoid glare and prevent excessive heat gain. 

Concurrently, direct sunlight can be reflected from the top surface of 

the overhand through a transom or 'light' window and onto a curved ceil-



ing to be diffused throughout a space. Different techniques exploit 

the sun's changing orientation as in the case of the louvred plan. 

Finally, I attempted to give a number of uses for each idea - though 

none are fixed. 



TOP LIGHT COMPUTATION METHOD 

RE: AREA OF SKYLIGHT FOR A SURGERY AREA REQUIRING 100 FT. CANDLES, 

BASIC EQUATION: E + L = Eh x A+L x Ku x Km 
Ar. 

Where: E+L = 100 fc, 10 am 
Eh = 1229 (Table 9 March 21-Sept 21 @ 2 pm )typical overcast day) 

A+L = variable (skylight area) 
Kv = .37 based on a surgery area of 500 sq. ft. approx. 25x20 

with 12' ceiling height (room ratio 1:2) 
* assume light wells 24" deep, 6' wide and 8' long 

well index 2 (6 8) _ 28 
2 (6) (8) 96 

* assume heat absorbing drawn sheet 
glass 70-85% transmittance 
(use 70% as conservative no.) 

* net transmittance .37 

Km (maintainence factor) = .70 assume pyramid skylights 
inclined 60 degrees from 
verticle and relatively 
clean condition 

Ar = 500 

1229 x A+L x .37 x .70 then. 100 = 

100 x 500 

500 

A+L 
1229x.37x.70 

157 sq. ft. = A+L 

H - -314 (-33%) 



SECTION III TRADITION: FORMGIVERS AND MEANINGS 



The issue pert inent to this section is  whether I  may place any form 

I wish on this  rural  s i te,  or if  I  am bound to honor some kind of t radi

t ion,  or exist ing building form with my 'new' form. An architect  is  re

sponsible for this sort  of consideration,  especially in an area not 

l ikely to experience an excessive growth of large buildings.  I t  is  im

perative that  this large building form be coincident and harmonious 

with the surrounding land and buil t  forms. In this  sense,  the architect  

is  building with the land by erecting forms familiar  and strongly tradi

t ional to the regional resident.  

This does not imply the form be completely vernacular in nature or 

that  i t  should resemble a barn -  though that  would be in keeping with 

'big '  rural  buildings.  In scale,  color,  materials  and texture,  the form 

should be sensit ive to the locale.  In an area of l imited buil t  

growth i t  becomes especially true that  the desginer is  somewhat restr ict

ed in his visual  language.  The same can be said for some urban areas 

reflecting a dense homogeneous (and usually older)  building pattern.  

Such a pattern is  often a mirror for the identi ty of that  part icular 

area.  



In this context of introducing a new building into a pre-existing 

built fabric, the form undoubtedly experiences an evolution of forms -

from the traditional through functional changes to a new hybrid form. 

The new use, current technology and materials of the proposal, and the 

changed cultural mileau all push and pull on the final solution. In my 

case, the initial formgiver is a gambrel roof, a form found on many 

local farm complexes. I anticipate this original form to undergo a 

significant metamorphosis and emerge as a unique creation - though still 

calling back to its 'barn' origins in form nuances and scale. 



MEANING 

As was discussed earlier, the outward meaning of a building is de

rived from the context of its location. The original form of a building 

will have a multitude of meanings during its lifetime and the lifetime 

of those people having contact with it. As culture changes, so does the 

meaning of buildings. The imperative constant is a form which does not 

abuse in scale, form and quality its surroundings. As to the intrinsic 

meaning of a barn in use as a veterinary hospital, some fundamental 

qualities of a barn can be stated. Charles Klamkin makes this observa

tion: 

"The principal aesthetic appeal of an old barn 
lies in the feeling of essential rightness. Its 
site on the land, its orientation to the weather, 
the structural proportions, and the use of materials 
all contribute to this sense of harmony." 16 

It is this aesthetic 'rightness' that gives meaning to the barn 

from an agricultural layman's perspective. This same rightness is per

haps inherent to a rancher's livelihood, and identifiable with a healthy 

herd, and a fully recovered quarter horse. 



A veterinary hospital of any scale deals with the livelihood and 

mindset of the animal owners; the life or death of any one animal can 

be, in a very real sense, the life or death of the master. The success 

or 'failure' of the veterinary hospital becomes a profound personal 

matter when a cattleman's entire herd is on the line. To create on 

this rural site, an original form lacking any relationship to the 'stuff' 

of agriculture would be a callous and shortsighted move. 



when daylight is used as the major 
illumination source within a building, 
that building attains a benificial fit 
with the natural environment in terms 
of human occupancy, aesthetic 
quality/and economy, 
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CHAPTER 1 CONCEPT: 

It became evident the various functions of the hospital fit well 

with those of a typical farm. The hospital is actually a collection of 

functions with differing degrees of overlap. For this reason some func

tional groups, the small animal clinic for instance, may become separate 

structures. Other function are so closely related they must interact 

under one roof. 

MEDICAL BLOCK 

Due to the need to group large and small animal wards with core 

facilities; surgery, radiology, and special medicine, an extremely large 

one level building resulted. Those functions of a more flexible and 

less integrated program (not requiring such close relationships to the 

core functions) became out-buildings with individual identities. 

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

For example, the administrative functions became grouped under one 

roof to form a farm house image. Thus a residential scaled building 

areets one approaching the complex from the existing diagnostic labora

tory. 



SMALL ANIMAL CLINIC 

A similar approach concerns the small animal clinic. These facili

ties cater to a large out-patient clientele whose interest rarely in

volves the hospital. A small percentage of small animal cases actually 

need hospital admittance. The small animal clinic becomes a separate 

building with a hip roof, a form seen only with the small animal clinic. 

As such, the small animal clinic is intended to be a residential form 

referring to the more suburban small animal clientele. 

LARGE ANIMAL CLINIC 

The large animal clinic requires a more integrated relationship 

with the general hospital complex. This is mostly due to the difficult 

of moving large animals any great distance and the inherent division be

tween equine and food animals. For the latter reason the large animal 

clinic physically bisects the large animal wards. The division is re

peated throughout the medical block core functions and becomes a visual 

statement in the transverse gable form piercing the taller east/west 

monitor roof form. The north/south gable houses H.V.A.C. and electrical 



equipment to be distributed throughout the medical block from the near 

central location of the large animal clinic. Entry to the clinic is de

fined through a roof/wall variation which separates the equine and food 

animal loading areas. These docks are dominated by the prominent gable 

roofs. 

THE SUPPORT BUILDING 

The support building is distinct in form and use from the entire 

hospital yet is indispensible to the hospital's problem free operation. 

The form is wed to the barn aesthetic through a shed roof and by carry

ing similar lines from the hospital skylight system. These lines turn 

and "end" the south shed form of the medical block as well as frame the 

monitor/gambrel peak of the 'block' as seen from the east. 

FORMS AND FRAMES 

The administration building, small animal clinic, and support build

ing all serve the medical block and their forms are situated to support 

the main 'barn' form of the block. The large animal clinic serves as 

the catalyst by which the medical block is fractured. The clinic's form 



divides the medical block - reducing the north and south elevations. In 

another sense this breakdown is intended to reflect the division of uses 

within the medical block. 

From the east the small animal clinic and support building are 

placed such that they frame the essence of the east facing (toward South 

19th) monitor/shed forms of the medical block. The administration build

ing and connector serve to reduce the space impact of the block's south 

elevation and to enclose a 'quiet' zone between the equine wards and 

automobile traffic. The location of the support building also acts as a 

noise and vibration buffer. 

PLANTING 

Planting located to the north and west of the hospital is primarily 

a protective element once the trees mature and secondly placed as a 

'soft' frame for the north and west elevations. Planting located to the 

north and east of the small animal clinic is protective as well and 

'leads' a visual line to the clinic and hospital in general. 



CHAPTER 2 PROGRAM AND DESIGN 

The following space program is an excerpt from the Old West Region 

Veterinary Medical Education And Services Program.*7 The hospital is in

tended to be a clinical facility for the Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, West/ 

Central Canada, North Dakota and South Dakota region. Additionally, it 

would serve the internship portion of the Old West Region Veterinary 

School probably located at Lincoln, Nebraska. 

Generally, the design places the core facilities of surgery, radiol

ogy, special medicine, central sterile and isolation units between the 

small and large animal wards and clinics. Each of the core functions is 

then divided to accept equine, food, and small animals with little cir

culation overlap. To provide the various air handling needs, the faci

lities are all isolated from each other to be treated independently. Air 

is distributed bilaterally along separate linear systems to areas of 

similar need from the transverse gable form running north and south be

hind the equine loading area of the large animal clinic. 

The majority of the complex is dug into the ground between six and 



eight feet to reduce the scale and to achieve the benefits of near con

stant soil temperatures. The low north shed form reflects the smaller 

animal use and provides a gentle wind break for the medical block. The 

three in twelve roof slope potentially holds snow as added insulation. 

The south facing elements of roof are heavily glazed, however, all 

glass is doubled paned and steeply sloped to shed snow and accommodate 

a low winter sun. Louvres located inside mechanically open and close to 

decrease the sun's penetration and the amount of heat loss through the 

glazing. 

The combination of administration building, support building, and 

small animal clinic tend to "move" around the lengthy east facade of 

the hospital thus reducing the static nature of the otherwise two di

mensional face. The extension of gable forms on the large animal clinic 

achieves a similar end in dealing with the south elevation. These forms 

also define entrance and provide shelter for the loading docks and 

boarding stalls located south of the large animal clinic. 



HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION 

Reception 
Cashier 
Records 
Business Office 
Office Manager 
Hospital Administration 
Secretary/Wai ting 
Central Control 
Men—Staff 
Women—Staff 
Commons 
Locker Room—House 
Locker Room--House 
Student-Intern Quarters 
Shower-Toilet 
Purchasing 
Chief Engineer 
Secretary 
Mail 

Staff, Men 
Staff, Women 

Total 
No.Reg'd. No.Sq.Ft.Each N.A.S.F 

120 120 
240 240 
360 360 
180 180 
120 120 
150 150 
150 150 
240 240 
180 180 
180 180 
300 300 
360 360 
360 360 
120 240 

70 140 
240 240 
120 120 
120 120 
320 320 

SUPPORT SERVICES 

Receiving 
Purchasing 
General Stores 
Special Storage 
Materials Handling 
Maintenance Shop 

360 360 
240 240 

2500 2500 
600 600 

3000 3000 
600 600 



SMALL ANIMAL WARDS 

Physiotherapy 
Wards (11 ea.avg.) 
Warn Runs 
Intensive Care 
Ward Exam/Treatment 
Ward Uti1i ty Room 
Special Ward 
Ward Storage 
Cage Storage 
Isolation Rooms 
Isolation Room Vestibules 

FOOD ANIMAL WARDS 

Treatment Area 
Stalls 
Stalls 
Special Care Stalls 
Equipment Storage 
Hay-Feed Storage 
Tackroom 
Trash and Waste Collection 

EQUINE WARDS 

Ambulation 
Stalls 
Special Care Stalls 
Hay-Feed Storage 
Tackroom 
Trash Collection 
Equipment Storage 
Farriery 

Total 
No.Reg'd. No.Sq.Ft.Each N.A.S.F 

2 200 400 
8 200 1600 
4 450 1800 
1 460 460 
4 320 1280 
4 120 480 
2 120 240 
2 120 240 
1 200 200 
8 100 800 
8 80 640 

1 600 600 
6 144 868 
8 270 2160 
4 270 1080 
1 240 240 
1 360 360 
1 150 150 
1 300 300 

1 800 800 
30 144 4320 

6 144 864 
1 360 360 
1 150 150 
1 300 300 
1 240 240 
1 375 375 



LARGE ANIMAL CLINIC No.Reg'd. No.Sq.Ft.Each 

Waiting 
Records and Monitoring Station 
Men 
Women 
Consultation 
Scales 
Cart Storage 
Conference 
Cast Room, Large Animal 
Minor O.R., Large Animal 
Exam/Treatment-Food Animal (2 Station) 
Exam/Treatment-Equine (2 Station) 
Exam/Treatment-Food Animal (1 Station) 
Exam/Treatment-Equine (1 Station) 
Holding Pen 
Sorting Area and Working Chutes 

200 
200 
150 
150 
120 
180 
200 
300 
400 
400 
680 
680 
400 
400 
100 

1000 

Total 
N.A.S.F 

200 
200 
150 
150 
120 
180 
200 
300 
400 
400 
680 
680 
400 
400 
400 

1000 

SMALL ANIMAL CLINIC 

Men 
Women 
Waiting 
Exam-Treatment 
Emergency Treatment 
Records and Monitoring Station 
Equipment Storage 
Seminar Conference 

1 180 180 
1 180 180 
1 400 400 
5 144 720 
1 500 500 
1 200 200 
1 180 180 
1 300 300 



Total 
SURGERY, CORE FACILITIES No.Reg»d. No.Sq.Ft. Each N.A.S.F 

Operating Room, Large Animal 1 500 500 
Special Procedure O.R., Large Animal 1 500 500 
Monitoring Room 1 150 150 
Induction Room, Large Animal 2 160 320 
Operating Room, Small Animal 2 250 500 
Special Procedure O.R., Small Animal 1 300 300 
Monitoring Toom 1 150 150 
Induction, Small Animal 2 320 640 
Recovery, Small Animal 1 320 320 
Nurse's Station 1 150 150 
Class Seminar/Conference 1 225 225 
Anesthesia Workroom 1 250 250 
Anesthesiologist's Office 1 120 120 
Residents' Office 4 80 320 
Dictation 1 100 100 
Scrub Areas 6 50 300 
Men's Lockers/Gowning 1 375 375 
Women's Lockers/Gowning 1 375 375 
Sterile Supply 1 600 600 

SPECIAL MEDICINE, CORE FACILITIES 

Special Procedure Room, Small Animal 4 180 720 
Special Procedure Room, Large Animal 2 575 1120 
Laboratory/Instrument Room 6 220 1320 
Seminar/Conference 1 300 300 
Offices 4 120 480 
Residents 4 100 400 



Total 
RADIOLOGY, CORE FACILITIES No.Req'd. No.Sq.Ft.Each N.A.S.F. 

Radiology, Samll Animal 1 240 240 
Radiology Special Procedures, S.A. 1 280 280 
Control/Monitor Room 1 120 120 
Radiology, Large Animal 1 750 750 
Radiology Special Procedures, L.A. 1 750 750 
Control/Monitor Room 1 150 150 
Holding 1 144 144 
Darkroom 1 160 160 
Evaluation 1 150 150 
Interpretation 1 150 150 
Records 1 400 400 
Reception 1 100 100 
Technicians 1 120 120 
Residents 2 80 160 
Tank Storage 1 12 12 
Isotope Room 1 300 300 
Hot Lab 1 40 40 
Radiologist's Office 1 150 150 

TEACHING SURGERY, CORE FACILITIES 

Student Surgery 1 1800 1800 
Scrub 1 480 480 
Induction/Prep.,Large Animal 1 150 150 
Induction/Prep.,Small Animal 1 480 480 
Equipment Storage 1 200 200 
Student Lockers, Male 1 400 400 
Student Lockers, Female 1 400 400 



TEACHING ANIMAL WARD 

Teaching Animal Wards/Runs 
Exam/Treatment 
Physiotherapy 
Residents 
Animal Receiving 
Supervisor's Office 
Bulk Food Storage 
Animal Receiving Preparation/Exam 

No.Reg'd. No.Sq.Ft.Each 

575 
320 
200 
100 
150 
120 
250 
300 

Total 
N.A.S.F 

1150 
640 
200 
200 
150 
120 
250 
300 

CENTRAL STERILE SUPPLY, CORE FACILITIES 

Decontamination 
Equipment Processing 
Surgical Processing 
Laundry 
Linen Processing 
Clean Assembly 
Lockers, Male 
Lockers, Female 
Storage 

400 
250 
500 
175 
250 
400 
130 
130 
200 

400 
250 
500 
175 
250 
400 
130 
130 
200 

PHARMACY: CORE FACILITIES 

Dispensing 
Receiving/Storage 
Medical Order Review 
Pharmacist's Office 
Library/Pharmacopoeia 

500 
250 
250 
150 
140 

500 
250 
250 
150 
140 



CHAPTER 3 LIGHT AND FUNCTION 

It has been mentioned earlier that a building may be organized 

through the unity or sharing of daylight with several spaces of that 

building. This is the lighting theme of each component of the hospital 

Light sharing among spaces of similar light needs provides a sense of 

orientation and a sense of place within this enormous complex of spaces 

Although nearly every space is provided with natural light it is diffi

cult to determine whether the light would be adequate for all uses. 

However, the two projects cited in the Case Studies section support a 

large fully daylit building. Through these cases the various daylight-

ing techniques used in the veterinary hospital can be documented. 

The central core facilities are illuminated from light entering 

the steep gambrel facet of the medical block's south elevation. To 

prevent glare the light is diffused through louvres set near the sky

light and again near the ceiling of the individual spaces. On cold 

nights the skylight louvres may be closed completely to insulate the 

roof. In most cases light falls upon the entire ceiling area or is 



bounced off an opaque ceiling surface via mirrors to produce a diffuse 

light source. 

The small animal wards are illuminated by mirrors reflecting verti

cal skylight off of "clouds" (similar to the 'socks' used in the Aids 

Association for Lutherans Building). Light from one skylight is dis

tributed to at least two spaces via mirrors. 

Throughout the building(s) each isolated space has a light rela

tionship to at least one other - and often a visual link with the sky. 

Major circulation arteries are totally skylit to break the potential 

monotony of the long corridors. Concerning the beasts being treated 

here, it is generally true that animals respons well in natural light 

and when some view is provided. These accommodations have been made 

in both large and small areas. 

For the veterinary hospital daylighting achieves three goals: 

(1) The daylight illumination of technical and non-technical 

spaces within the hospital. 

(2) Light sharing orients one inside the building with other 



( 3 )  

spaces - to allow a person to feel a part of the whole. 

Skylighting major circulation routes "softens" zones of high 

use. 
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